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FIP Solution Plastique, the plastics trade fair held in France will open its doors from 13 to 16 June
2017 at Lyon Eurexpo.
The countdown has already started and to celebrate its 30 years, FIP Solution Plastique is
demonstrating a real commitment to the plastics industry with innovative solutions that will serve
the industry of tomorrow: plastronics, energy optimization, performance of new materials, new
features incorporated into materials, new sources of competitiveness...
More than 800 exhibitors will come together from 13 to 16 June 2017 to demonstrate this
tremendous capacity to innovate.

Fip Solution Plastique 2017: vision of the future
Innovation will be a central issue at FIP Solution Plastique in 2017. The trade fair will highlight
cutting-edge solutions for production unit performance and productivity: machines, robots,
connected solutions.
The great sagas of the most successful recent developments will be under the spotlight and will share
the major milestones in these challenging projects which, in the long term, have tirelessly pushed the
boundaries of this technology: instructive, motivating and captivating!
Available before the show, a guide entitled "Plastics of the future" will also unveil some of the
innovative and promising solutions that will be on display on the stands.
During the 4 days of the trade fair "Plastics of the Future" will continuously offer demonstrations and
live entertainment on the stands.
And of course, visitors will have a programme of conferences and round tables that will be analysing
and reflecting on topics relating to the current challenges faced by the industry.
Through the many highlights punctuating the 4 days, FIP Solution Plastique also intends celebrating
the success story that began 30 years ago.

Over 800 exhibitors
As part of the three-year sequence of plastics trade fairs in Europe, in 2017 FIP Solution Plastique will
be the industry’s sole highlight event.

The entire industry will come together with more than 800 exhibitors expected: a comprehensive
range representing plastics technologies, plastics, composites and rubbers, machinery, equipment,
tooling, design support services, design, quality, controls, software, measurement, recycling…
By bringing together processors, all types of techniques, designers and specialists in finishing and
decoration, the FIP'projets space will allow contractors to find comprehensive solutions to their
projects, whatever their sector of activity. A technological pathway for visitors!
Nearly 10,000 decision makers visited the show in 2014, with a growing proportion coming from
abroad.
There is doubt everyone will be keen to find themselves in a friendly business atmosphere during this
strategic meeting – both for the plastics industry and for all the user industries.

3D PRINT, the only trade show in France exclusively dedicated to additive
manufacturing will be simultaneously held at Lyon Eurexpo, from 13 to 16 June 2017.
An event in perfect synergy with FIP Solution Plastique for all its stakeholders.

FIP Solution Plastique 2014 was:
- Over 700 exhibitors covering an area up 25%
- Nearly 10,000 visitors, up 37%
- International visitors jumped by 47%, coming from Switzerland, Italy, Germany, Spain, Belgium,
Tunisia, the Netherlands, Turkey, Great Britain, etc.
- 75% of decision makers in its alleyways
- Numerous reviews from delighted exhibitors
- A programme of conferences and events which met with great success
- Many industry events chose the setting of FIP Solution Plastique in 2014: Trophées du Plasturgiste,
AFICEP’s technical day, the AFR master classes, the Smart Plastics Congress and other Fédération de
la Plasturgie meetings.
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